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Abstract: This paper basically proposed solutions for search-results up to some extent. In this paper we design a framework
for analysis of application of probabilistic latent semantic analysis technique in Meta search engine this is a purely statistical
method. The Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (interchangeably called Probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing) which
promises to give results that are more accurate than old used technique by various search engines like Latent Semantic
Analysis. Thus, the emergence of algorithms and the need for robust meta-search engines is the catalyst of the present paper.
Tests performed by various groups reveal that Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) give robust results for Information
Retrieval when the task is to search the most relevant documents from a given corpus, for a given query.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper presents all the experimental results that have
been performed and their analysis. Various queries from
different contexts have been fired on the proposed Meta-
Search Engine for PLSA (The Probabilistic Latent Semantic
Analysis. The main focus of this paper is to add a new
dimension to Internet-Searching and that is to apply semantic
aspects towards it. In precise words, “the search must be
what user wish, not what he/she types”. In the current
scenario users are flooded with numerous web-links (urls)
given by Search-Engines (SEs). Hence the users waste their
useful time in navigating through undesired links, searching
the needed one. The prime reason for this is that the SEs
index the pages on the basis of key-words. In order to
overcome this shortcoming we need to devise a method that
will allow the user to find the relevant key words starting
from the few key words that he/she may actually know. In
other words, we need to look into the semantics of the key
words. This thesis suggests a new approach that is based on
some algorithms which considers semantic aspects and uses
them to implement a Meta-Search Engine (MSE).

This paper basically consists of an implementation of
PLSA algorithms on the results of basic Search-Engines in
order to refine it by Query-Expansion Steps of Crawler Based
Search-engines [2]:

1. Web-crawling: Search-Engines use a special program
called Robot or Spider which crawls (travels) the web
from one page to another. It travels the popular sites
and then follows each link available at that site.

2. Information collection: Spider records all the words
and their respective position on the visited web-page.
Some search-engines do not consider common words

such as articles (‘a’, ‘an’, ‘the’); prepositions
(‘of’, ‘on’).

3. Build index: After collecting all the data, search-
engines build an index to store that data so that a user
can access pages quickly. Different search-engines use
different approach for indexing. Due to this fact the
different search-engines give different results for the
same query. Some important considerations for
building indexes include: the frequency of a term of
appearing in a web-page, part of a web-page where
that term appears, font-size of a term (whether
capitalized or not). In fact, Google ranks a page higher
if more number of pages vote (having links) to that
particular page.

4. Data encoding:  Before storing the indexing
information in databases, it is encoded into reduced
size to speed up the response time of particular search-
engine.

5. Store data: The last step is to store this indexing
information into databases.

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Approaches for implementing a Meta-Search Engine that
are suggested till now, are not refining the search-results up
to the desired level. Such approaches are based on either
extracting user preferences or maintaining user profile. To
apply some algorithm on search-results may provide better
solutions to explained problem. So the main problem of
concern is to choose appropriate algorithms which can solve
the above mentioned problem and to use them for
implementing a Meta-Search Engine. However, to extract
desired information quickly and easily is a common problem
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that user face [3]. Keyword selection for searching is also a
critical issue. Very few users utilize the full power of SEs
[4]. Along with all of the above, some of the surveys also
suggest following facts:

1. Any search-engine is not capable of covering more
than one third of the web-pages available on
Internet [5].

2. Sometimes search-engines give such results which
contain obsolete or dead link [6].

3. A study was performed to evaluate the overlapping
among first page results of three SEs namely-Google,
Yahoo and AskJeeves [6]. Study reveals that only 85%
links are unique while 12% links were found common
in any of two search-engines. Only 3% of links were
common to all three search-engines. This very small
amount of overlap shows significant differences in
ranking and retrieval policies of search-engines. From
these data we can infer that if internet users are using
only a single search-engine that they may miss needed
and relevant results [7].

3. PROBLEM SOLUTION AND RESULT ANALYSIS
OF PLSA

In the following sections we first examine the vector space
model. We then extend this model to PLSA and also examine
how these can be used to perform the query expansion. Most
of the text-retrieval techniques are based on indexing
keywords. Since only keywords are not capable of
sufficiently capturing the whole documents’ content, they
results poor retrieval performance. But indexing of keywords
is still the most applicable way to process large corpora of
text. After identification of the significant index term a
document can be matched to a given query by Boolean
Model or Statistical Model. Boolean Model applies a match
that relies on the extent up to which an index term satisfies
a Boolean expression while statistical properties are used to
discover similarity between query and document in Statistical
Model [8]. In 1975, Gerald Slaton [9] proposed a statistically
based “Vector Space Model” which is based on the theme
of placing the documents in the n-dimensional space, where
n is number of distinct terms or words (as-t1, t2…tn) which
constitutes the whole vocabulary of the corpus or text
collection. Each dimension belongs to a particular term. Each
document is considered as a vector as-D1, D2…Dr; where r
is the total number of documents in corpora. Document
Vector can be shown as following:

Dr = {d1r , d2r, d3r, ……..dnr}

Where dir is considered to be the ith component of the
vector representing the r th document.

4. VECTOR SPACE MODEL

The Vector-Space Model is traditionally used in such a case
where the collection of documents are placed in term-space

and it is required to find the most relevant document for a
given query. A query is just like a very short document. The
similarity between the query and all documents in the
collection is computed and the best matching documents are
returned. There are various similarity measures that are
proposed and one of them, that is very frequently used, is
Cosine Similarity.

cos θ = Q*D/|Q | * |D |

The above expression represents the cosine of the angle
between two vectors in the term space. In the same way two
documents would be considered relevant if they are in
neighbor-hood region of each other. Other Similarity
Measures are:

• Inner product = ΣQj*Dj

• Dice coefficient = 2 ΣQj* Dj/{ΣQj
2 + ΣDj

2}

• Jaccard coefficient = ΣQj* Dj/{ΣQj
2 + ΣDj

2 – ΣQj* Dj}

Each component of document vector is always
associated with some numeric-factor which is called weight
of that respective term in document. This weight, wi, can be
replaced by term-count or term-frequency (tfi).

5. CONCEPT OF PROBABILISTIC LATENT
SEMANTIC ANALYSIS (PLSA)

In 1999, Thomas Hoffman [12, 13] proposed this technique.
The base of PLSA is the Aspect Model. It is a latent variable
model for co-occurrence data which combines a hidden class
variable a € A = {a1, a2, ….} for each observation, i.e. with
each occurrence of terms (or words) t € T = {t1, t2, ……} in
a document d € D = {d1, d2…….}. Various parameters in
this context can be defined in the following way:

P (d) = Probability of selecting a document d,

P (a |d) = Probability of picking a hidden class a,

P (t |a) = probability of generating a term t.

An observed pair (d, t) can be obtained, while the hidden
class variable ‘a’ is eliminated. Converting the whole process
into a joint probability model yielded following expressions

P (d, t) = P (d) * P (t |d), ... (1)

Where

P (t |d ) = Σ P (t |a) * P (a |d) ... (2)

PLSA uses this idea in following way:

Like Vector Space Model and LSA, the term-document
matrix acts as an input to this model. This matrix T (t, d)
contains term t = 1: m (i.e. ranges from 1 to m), documents
d = 1: n and the number of topics A, to be sought. T (t, d)
corresponds to the entry in specified row and column.

By Random Sequence Model, we can illustrate that:

P (d) = P (t1 |d) *P (t2 |d) …………….P (tm|d)

mT (t, d) = ∏P (tm |d), t = 1 ... (3)
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Now if we have A topics as well:

P (tm |d ) = Σ P (tm| topica) * P (topica |d), a = 1 ... (4)

The same, written using shorthand:

P (t |d ) = Σ P (t |a) * P (a |d), a = 1 ... (5)

So by replacing this, for any document in the collection,
mT (t, d).

P (d) = ∏ {Σ P (t |a) * P (a |d), t = 1 a = 1 ... (6)

Now, P (t |a) and P (a |d ) are two parameters of this
model. Equations can be derived to compute these
parameters by Maximum Likelihood. After doing so we
will get:

• P (t |a) for all t and k, is a term by topic matrix (gives
the terms which make up a topic).

• P (a |d ) for all a and d, is a topic by document matrix
(gives the topics of a document).

The log likely hood of this model is the log probability
of the entire collection:

Σ log P (d) = Σ T (t, d) log Σ P (t |a) * P (a |d)
where d = 1 t = 1 a = 1 ... (7)

which is to be maximized w.r.t. parameters P (t |a) and also
P (a |d), subject to constraints that

Σ P (t |a) = 1 and Σ P (a |d ) = 1 where t = 1 a = 1

There are two steps in EM algorithm:

1. In Expectation Step, current estimates of parameters
are used to compute posterior probability for hidden
variables.

 2. In Maximization-step, posterior probabilities that are
computed in Expectation steps are used to update
parameters [6, 8].

One admirable property of EM is that convergence is
assured, i.e. the algorithm is guaranteed to increase the
likelihood at each iteration. Following is the PLSA algorithm
that precisely depicts proper input, processing steps and
output given by this algorithm.

5.1 Algorithm for PLSA

• Inputs: Term to document matrix T (t, d), t = 1 : m, d
= 1 : n and the number of topics sought.

• Initialize arrays P1 and P2 randomly with numbers
and normalize them row-wise.

• Iterate until convergence.

For d = 1 to n, For t = 1 to m, For a = 1:

P1 (t, a) = P1 (t, a) Σ {T (t, d) * P2 (a, d) /
{Σ P1 (t, a) * P2 (a, d)}}
where d = 1 a = 1 ... (8)

P2 (a, d) = P2 (a, d) Σ {T (t, d) *P1 (t, a) /
{Σ P1 (t, a) * P2 (a, d)}}, t = 1 a = 1 ... (9)

P1 (t, a) = P1 (t, a) / Σ P1 (t, a), t = 1 ... (10)

P2 (a, d) = P2 (a, d) / Σ P2 (a, d) where a = 1 ... (11)

• Output: Arrays P1 and P2, which hold the estimated
parameters P (t |a) and P (a |d) respectively [19].

5.2 Result Analysis of PLSA in Context with Meta
Search Engine

Various tests have been performed to check performance of
PLSA, In the context of Meta Search Engine it produces
appreciable results that are quite useful. Since PLSA classifies
all the next keywords according to some topic, it gives an
extra edge to expand the query for a specific domain. Some
examples of PLSA results are illustrated in following tables:

Table 1 shows next keywords according to five different
topics. First topic is related to “Thread” that belongs to “Java-
language”. Another topic seems related to country “Hungry”
and some firms. Topic three is solely related to “New
Zealand’s Fashion-Culture Magazine and On-line Store” that
is also named as “Thread”. Topic 4 contains terms like
“dress”, “bridesmaid”, “collections” which are showing
“Fabrics” aspect of term Thread.

Table 1
Results of PLSA for Query “Thread”

Topic-1 Topic-2 Topic-3 Topic-4 Topic-5

Java Hungry New Zealand Thread design Boutiques

Class Stock Necklace www Dj

Process Sure Paris Collection Cocktails

5.3 Optimal Value for Number of Topics (a)

The number of topics, ‘a’, in PLSA is one of the most
important factors. Its value must be an optimal one. A large
value of ‘a’ will give some redundant topics which will not
be informative enough and similarly a small value will hide
some useful concept. Results of various tests suggest that
this value should be in between 3 to7 for most of the cases
of current Meta-search engines because at maximum level
it will have 24 to 27 documents. For such a specified number,

Table 2
Results of PLSA Query “India Tourism” for

Different Value of Num of Topic

Topic-1 Topic-2 Topic-3

India Yimg Kalpa

Rajasthan Mariott Interzigm

Kerala Regency Wing

Travel Js Manmade

Tourism Hyatt Munsiyari
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the range of 3 to 7 topics is appropriate. An example for
increasing value of k is shown for same query “India
Tourism”. All the terms in different topics are showing
different aspects and significance.

5.4 Convergence Behavior of PLSA

Since PLSA uses EM for maximum likelihood, it also
guarantees a convergent behavior for the iterative procedure.
It always tries to find local maxima for given data
distribution. In the context of Meta-search engine, PLSA also
shows converging nature. To check it, two measures are used:

• Absolute measure.

• Average measure.

 5.4.1 Absolute Measure

It can be computed by following formula

Maxi, j = |Pi, j
n + 1 – Pn

i, j |

where P n
i, j = value at i th row and j th column of term-topic

matrix or topic-document matrix after n th iteration.

In PLSA, firstly some random values are assigned to
both term-topic and topic-document matrix. After going
through one iteration of the E and M steps, the algorithm
generates two new versions of these matrices. This new
version now acts as an input for the next iteration of the
algorithm and this iterative procedure continues till
convergence.

For measuring convergence, we compute the maximum
difference Maxi, j between all the corresponding cell entries
of term-topic matrix and its newer version. This calculation
is performed for each iteration and the maximum value
is noted.

5.4.2 Average Measure

The average measure can be computed by the following
formula

Maxi, j = |Pi, j
n + 1 – P n

i, j |/2 (|Pi, j
n + 1 | + |P n

i, j |).

where P n
i, j = value at i th row and j th column of term-topic

matrix or topic-document matrix after n th iteration. Only
average measure is used in place of absolute measure.

6. ADVANTAGES AND APPLICATIONS OF PLSA

The result of PLSA are better than those of LSA because of
PLSA has firm statistical background compared to LSA.
PLSA uses the principle of conditional probability and EM
that is guaranteed to converge and hence produce better
results. LSA resolves the problem of Synonymy but in the
case of Polysemy its results are still doubtful. PLSA resolves
both the problems efficiently. PLSA classifies all the term
to topic distribution data in such a manner so that a
polysemous term is clubbed with other terms with different
probability and therefore represents different topics. In the

previously explained example Aspect 1 seems related to
“Sport-Cricket”. Other terms as play, outdoors, games
supports the thought of outdoor and indoor classification of
games. Aspect 2 tells about “Diseases Prevention” aspect
of outdoor games which makes anyone healthier.
“Swimming” and “Cycling” are also examples of such
games. Aspect 3 shows relevance with “Cricket-Insect”.
“Insecticides”, “insect”, “kill”, “small”, “harmful” are most
probable words in this context. Aspect 4 represents concept
of “Sports in School”. Other terms in this concept as girl,
dull, hockey, study etc persuade this belief. Different position
of term “Cricket” shows their respective possibility to appear
in a given context which is quite understandable.

PLSA is already in use in some applications and
contributing fruitful results. Apart from already explained
domain where relevant document are retrieved for given
query; PLSA is used in “Web Page Grouping” and in the
construction of “Community Web Directories”. This thesis
will suggest a new dimension for implementing Meta-Search
Engine using PLSA for query-expansion.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have reviewed the results obtained from
the proposed Meta search engine. Various experiments
confirm that PLSA can indeed provide effective query
expansion. Result and analysis part demonstrates that PLSA
outperforms LSA and represents all the results in well
classified and easily understandable format. Further
incorporation of “Named Entity Recognizer” in MSE
improves results. So, at last, it can be concluded that to
design MSE using PLSA for query expansion is a nice and
fruitful thought.
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